MULTI-SPORT
PROVIDE AN EXCEPTIONAL VENUE FOR A VARIETY OF RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
The product of industry experience and technological
developments, Arizon’s air-supported structures serve as
the ideal solution for multi-sports applications. Arizon air
structures provide unlimited and uninterrupted clear- span
space to accommodate a variety of recreational activities
under one dome, including: track, soccer, football,
baseball, softball, tennis, swimming, etc. Athletes and their
fans can watch the action in a safe, covered, climatecontrolled environment, regardless of what the weather
forecast predicts. Facility owners see the benefits too,
enjoying a lower initial investment, lower operating costs,
total structural stability and a long structure lifespan. Arizon
provides the complete turnkey facilities, optional financing
and insurance, allowing tennis club owners to develop the
exact system required for their particular needs with
minimal Involvement or interruption to their ongoing
business.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Code Friendly

Comfort

Costs

Exceeds standard building codes such
as AISC, BOCA, ICBO, IBC, CSA and
NFPA 701.

Provides the ideal temperature
conditions for your guests, regardless
of what the weather is like outside with
the ability to change inside air up to six
times per hour.

Costs one-third less than traditional
building construction.

Resists the Elements
With the unique Arizon Grid System,
the structure can withstand winds up
to 150 mph and snow loads up to 50
lbs. per square foot. Fabric is also fire
retardant, mildew and fungus proof
and UV resistant.

Flexibility
Provides both long term or short term
facilities, based on the needs of the
club. The structure can also easily be
removed and transported to a new
location.

Low Cost, High Value

Tennis clubs, country clubs, schools
and municipalities are able to provide
Safety
premier indoor facilities for students
Safety acceptance by conventional
and/or communities at a fraction of
insurance companies.
the cost, and private entrepreneurs are
able to develop large, indoor sports
Discounted Insurance Rates
centers for any application with
Discounted Insurance rates due to the guaranteed success due to the low
Arizon Grid exceeding minimum design initial investment, favorable tax
classification, short-term depreciation,
standards and equaling or exceeding
guaranteed performance and long
conventional construction standards
projected life.
for wind and snow load.
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